We focus on the study of the exact solution corresponding to charged AdS black holes surrounded by quintessence with a cloud of strings present in higher dimensional spacetime. We then investigate its corresponding thermodynamic criticality in the extended phase space and show that the spacetime dimension has no effect on the existence of small/large phase transition for such black holes. The heat capacity is evaluated and the geothermodynamics of Quevedo analyzed for different spacetime dimensions with the cloud of strings and quintessence parameters. We calculate the critical exponents describing the behavior of relevant thermodynamic quantities near the critical point. Finally, we also discuss the uncharged case, show how it is sensitive to the quintessence and strings cloud parameters, and when the thermodynamic behavior of the uncharged black holes is similar to Van der Waals fluid.
Introduction
High precision astronomical observations have shown that the universe is undergoing a phase of accelerated expansion [1, 2] , which might be due to dark energy acting as a repulsive gravity. A possible origin of this phenomena comes from the so-called quintessence, with a state equation formulated through the relation between the negative pressure and the energy density as p = ω q ρ q [3] . The first general solution of spherically symmetric static Einstein equations in four dimensions for the quintessence satisfying the condition of the additivity and linearity was constructed by Kiselev [4] . Then, this solution was extended to d-dimensional spacetime by assuming that quintessence lives not only on the brane, but in the bulk [5] . Later, other extensions of the Kiselev solutions were obtained and studied, like the case of charged black holes [6] , 5d black hole in Einstein Gauss-Bonnet gravity [7] , d dimensional Lovelock gravity [8] .
The recent theoretical developments are in favor of a scenario which represent universe as a collection of extended object instead of point-like particles. The most natural and popular candidate is a one-dimensional continua strings object. We emphasize that the study of Einstein's equations coupled with a cloud of strings may be very important since relativistic strings at a classical level can be used to construct applicable models. The general solution for a cloud of strings with spherical symmetry was first studied by Letelier [9] . Then, its generalization for third-order Lovelock gravity [10] and the solution for Einstein-Gauss-Bonnet theory in the Letelier spacetime [11] were formulated. Afterwards, studies combining the dark matter in the quintessence form with the cloud of strings were recently proposed for charged AdS black hole [12] as well as Lovelock gravity [13] .
Lately, the investigations of black holes phase transitions in asymptotically Anti de-Sitter spacetime have aroused growing interest, since these transitions have been related to holographic superconductivity in the context of the AdS/CFT correspondence [14] . The studies of these black holes criticality have generally identified the cosmological constant with thermodynamic pressure and its conjugate with thermodynamic volume [15] [16] [17] [18] . In addition, other endeavors have been made to establish relationship between the thermodynamic phase transitions and the particle behavior in the curved spacetime around the black holes [19] [20] [21] [22] . To investigate the critical behavior of black holes, two methods are usually called upon: The analysis of the heat capacity and the geothermodynamics approaches proposed by Ruppeiner [23] , Quevedo [24] or HPEM [25] . The phase transitions are generally revealed when discontinuities show up in a state space variable. This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we present a generalized solution corresponding to charged AdS black holes surrounded by quintessence with a cloud of strings in higher dimensional spacetime. In section 3, we discuss its thermodynamics and briefly summarize its critical behavior. In section 4, we use the geothermodynamics approach of Quevedo to investigate criticality of d-dimensional RN-AdS black hole surrounded by quintessence with cloud of strings. In section 5, we calculate the critical exponents and show that they coincide with those of Van der Waals system. We devote section 6 to consider the particular case of uncharged black hole in these backgrounds and its thermal behavior sensitivity to quintessence and strings cloud parameters. The last section is devoted to our conclusion.
Quintessence surrounding d-dimensional RN-AdS black holes with a cloud of strings
First, we consider the metric for AdS asymptotically space-time in d dimension generated by a charged static black hole and surrounded by a cloud of strings and quintessence. The energy-momentum tensor of the cloud of strings in an arbitrary dimension can be written as, [9, 10] 
while that corresponding to the quintessence dark energy reads, [4, 5] ,
Here a is an integration constant related to the presence of the cloud of strings, ρ q the energy density for quintessence and ω q represents the quintessential state parameter. Taking into account the presence of an electromagnetic field, we have:
where F µν = ∂ µ A ν − ∂ ν A µ is the electromagnetic tensor and A µ the electric gauge potential. Following [13] , we assume that the quintessence and cloud of strings do not interact with each other. Therefore, the resulting energy-momentum tensor must be a linear superposition. By assuming the following ansatz for the metric,
where dΩ 2 d−2 denotes the metric on unit (d − 2)-sphere, one can eliminate ρ q from the Einstein field equations, G ν µ + Λg ν µ = T ν µ , and get the following differential equation,
with
Note that the cosmological constant Λ is negative as required by the AdS space. Here the Maxwell equations, ∇ ν ( √ −gF µν ) = 0 are used to evaluate the electric potential.
The solution for such equations is given by,
where α is a positive normalization factor, related to the density of quintessence, through the expression:
m and q are integration constants proportional to the mass and charge of the black hole respectively given by the following formulas: [26, 27] :
where Ω d−2 is the volume of unit (d − 2)-sphere. It is worth to note that the presence of power αr −(d−1)ωq−d+3 in Eq. (7) modifies the asymptotic effect of the quintessence term. Indeed, since −1 < ω q < 0 [3] , the quintessence term in Eq. (7) has asymptotically flat spacetime behavior for ω q > − d−3 d−1 , while it becomes asymptotically dS-like for ω q < − d−3 d−1 . Thereafter, without loss of generality, we will consider only the asymptotically dS behavior and setω q to the value ω q = − d−2 d−1 in numerical analysis.
Thermodynamics
In this section, we will discuss the thermodynamics criticality for higher-dimensional charged AdS black hole surrounded by quintessence with cloud of strings present in extended phase space. As usual, we treat the cosmological constant as a dynamical pressure of the black hole [28] ,
The Hawking temperature is related to the surface gravity via the formula 2πT = κ, and is expressed as,
where the horizon r h is determined from the condition f (r h ) = 0. Using Bekenstein-Hawking formula [29] , the Entropy reads as,
From classical thermodynamics, the mass M of the black hole is interpreted as the analogue of enthalpy rather than total energy of the spacetime [27, 28] . The generalized first law in the extended phase space which account for the cosmological constant effect, cloud of strings and the quintessence contributions is then expressed as,
where the conjugate quantities of the parameters P , Q, a and α read as:
It is worth to notice that the expressions of V and Φ are similar to those of d-dimensional RN-AdS black hole [27] . All these quantities satisfy the following generalized Smarr formula:
Next, we focus on the study of criticality. To this end, we should first find out the stationary inflection points in the T (r h ) − r h diagram by solving the following equations:
The critical point reads as,
where the critical radius r c is the solution of equation:
Looking at these equations, one can recover the result 1 for d = 4 and ω q = −2/3:
Another key quantity characterizing the critical phenomena is the Gibbs free energy,
From Eq. (9), Eq. (11) and Eq. (12), one gets:
Now, after calculating the main thermodynamics quantities, we turn our attention to the analysis of the corresponding phase transition. To this end, we plot in Fig. 1 , the variation of Gibbs free energy as a function of the temperature, for d = 4, 5, 7 and 11. We see that the behavior for all dimensions is qualitatively similar, and for P < P c the G − T diagram develops a swallow tail behavior, revealing a first order phase transition as expected. This feature disappears above the critical pressure and thus no phase transition small/large black holes occurs. However, this phase transition transforms to a second order one at P = P c . We also plot the temperature with respect to r h for d = 4, 5, 7 and 11 in Fig. 2 , and find that, T − r h criticality exists for P < P c . Therefore, the small/large black hole phase transition is disclosed at the point (r * S , T * ) and vanishes at (r * L , T * ). Moreover, at the second order phase transition, we have (r * S , T * ) = (r * L , T * ) = (r c , T c ). According to Maxwell equal area law, to describe thermodynamics phase transition the oscillating part between r * S (S * S ) and r * L (S * L ) of the T − r h diagram should be replaced by an isotherm line, T = T * ,
This prescription reflects the fact that both phases have the same Gibbs free energy at the phase transition. To perform comparison, one can determine the critical point and the parameters describing coexistence curve for different dimensions. The numerical results are summarized in Table 1 . Now, we would like to describe the criticality in extended phase space by exploring the behavior of heat capacity in the canonical ensemble for fixed q and P . Since, the local thermodynamics stability of the black holes is determined by the sign of heat capacity whose divergent point may indicate occurrence of phase transition between stable/unstable system. Thus, by using the definition:
After a straightforward calculation, using Eq. (11), (12), we obtain:
where A and B are given in the following simple forms,
and
We clearly see that, in addition to P and q, the heat capacity of the black hole is corrected by the parameters ω q , α, a and the spacetime dimension. Their corresponding terms conspire, in the denominator B, so that C P diverges.
Since the analytic investigation of the heat capacity, Eq. (26) is not straightforward, we resort to numerical analysis. Indeed Fig. 3 illustrates the behavior of C P for different dimensions. It is shown that the heat capacity is a negative discontinuous function at two separated points when P < P c (red lines), hence the system is thermodynamically unstable in the region delimited by the two divergent points. However stability is restored outside this region. Once, the second order phase transition takes place (blue dashed lines), the non-stability disappears and all phases recover stability, except at the critical point r c where the heat capacity tends again to infinity. Above the critical pressure (dashed purple lines), no divergent points for C P survive and the phase transition disappears. Note here that this feature is verifiable for all dimensions, and that the unstable region reduces as we gradually increase d. 
Thermodynamics geometry
Study of black hole phase transitions from the point of view of thermodynamic geometry has been quite active recently [30] . Hence, in this section, we will apply geothermodynamics concept to describe the thermodynamics phase transition of higher dimensional charged AdS black hole surrounded by quintessence with strings cloud background. The Legendre transformation used to build our metric is that given by Quevedo [24] as,
In order to obtain the curvature singularity of the Quevedo metric, we calculate the Ricci scalar. Analytically, the lengthy obtained results can be reduced to the simple form:
Since we are looking for the divergent points of Ricci scalar R Q , we focus on the de-nominator of R Q given by the last two terms in Eq. (30) . Thus the divergent points occur when,
or
The scalar curvature of Quevedo is computed and plotted in Fig. 4. From Figs. 3, 4 we clearly see that the divergent points of Quevedo metric are fully consistent with the result obtained from the heat capacity. Indeed, there are two singular points above the critical pressure that coincide with those of the heat capacity, while for P = P c we get only one singular point at r c . The singularities gradually disappear when the phase transition fades out away. Hence, the Legendre invariant of Quevedo is appropriate to predict the thermodynamics criticality of higher dimensional RN AdS black holes surrounded with quintessence and cloud of string backgrounds. 
Behavior near critical point
Here, we follow a similar treatment as [31] for a = 0 and d = 4, and [18] for RN-AdS black holes. Our objective is to calculate the critical exponents ξ, β, γ, δ describing the behavior of relevant thermodynamics quantities near the critical point found in section 3. To this end, it is appropriate to introduce first the following notations,
The critical exponents can be expressed in terms of a power law around the critical temperature as:
Since the entropy S in Eq. (12) do not dependent on the temperature T , then
Therefore, the critical exponent ξ characterizing the behavior of the specific heat with fixed volume is simply ξ = 0. Using Eq. (11), (18) , (19) , (20) and (33), we can expand the equation of state near the critical point (|t| ≪ 1, |ǫ| ≪ 1),
where b 01 = b 02 = 0, (37)
Clearly, Eq. (36) has a similar shape to that of the RN-AdS black holes derived in [18] , then one would expect to get the same critical exponents β, γ and δ. Using Maxwell's equal area law, we obtain the following two equations,
where ǫ s corresponds to the small black hole and ǫ l to the large one. Solving these equations, we get:
Hence, β exponent describing the behavior of η is equal to β = 1/2. To derive the critical exponent γ which characterize the isothermal compressibility κ T comports, we use Eq. (36) and the volume V defined in Eq. (14),
and get γ = 1. Finally, for the exponent δ, it is easily obtained by taking t = 0 in Eq. (36),
which yields δ = 3.
To summarize the critical exponents derived in this work are exactly the same as those obtained in many papers, such as: Mann et al. paper dealing with charged AdS black holes in 4d and d spacetime dimensions [18, 27] ; non-linear charged black hole considered in [32] ; RN-AdS BH surrounded by quintessence [31] , and also [12] with cloud of strings.
6 Effects of the cloud of strings and quintessence on the criticality of uncharged black hole Kubiznak and Mann [18] have shown that the electrical charge q of black holes plays an important role in the Van der Waals analogy. However, it has been shown that small/large black hole phase transition occurs even for uncharged black hole class, if some conditions are satisfied. For instance, Gauss-Bonnet black holes in AdS space [33] , Einstein-Gauss-Bonnet (EGB) black holes surrounded by a cloud of strings [34] . Our objective here is to check if the absence of electrical charge modifies our findings derived in previous sections .
Four-dimensional AdS-Schwarzschild black hole
By fixing d = 4 the equation (17) for the critical point reduces to:
(46)
To ensure positivity of the critical pressure and radius, the following conditions should be fulfilled,
These constraints lead instead to a negative temperature, therefore the black hole cannot show a thermodynamic behavior similar to that of Van der Waals fluid or RN-AdS BH. However, if a < 1, it behaves thermally as AdS Schwarzschild black hole as shown in Fig. 5 , thus only the Hawking-Page phase transition subsists. Now, we set α = 0 and solve the equation for critical point by assuming d > 4. Then, we obtain,
The values of r c , P c and T c are always positive regardless of the value of a, such that a > 0. Consequently, as illustrated by Fig. 6 , the critical behavior for all dimensions greater than 4 (d ≥ 5) is recovered if the cloud of strings are introduced. In addition, the universal number characterizing the equation of state can be read as,
as predicted for AdS-Schwarzschild black hole with the above backgrounds with arbitrary non vanishing string parameter a. Adopting the identification proposed for the specific volume υ [18] , we derive an interesting relation for d = 6 :
This is the universal number of a Van der Waals fluid, indicating that d = 6 black hole in cloud of strings background deserves special attention and analysis. With the power of ω q present in the state equation, it is highly non trivial to analytically uncover critical point. However, analytic solutions can well be determined for some particular values of the ω q parameter, as detailed subsequently.
For ω q = − (d − 3) / (d − 1), one can show that the critical point is given by:
Thus the phase transition is revealed when α < 1 (see figure 7 ). This condition ensures that the critical point is within the domain where T c , P c and r c are strictly positive. Besides, the universal number kept fixed to its standard value,
and hence not affected neither by the presence of quintessence nor by the cloud of strings background, as in the case with α = 0. This means that ω q = − (d − 3) / (d − 1) restores the predicted universality for α = 0. For ω q = − (d − 2) / (d − 1), the solution becomes
In this case, the critical radius and pressure are not affected by the quintessence presence. Indeed, the above choice of ω q compensates the contribution of α in the state equation and appears as a shifted constant. However, in order to get a Van der Waals phase transition as indicated in Fig. 8 , the following additional condition must be fulfilled:
It is worth to note here that , a similar result of the condition (56), was recently obtained for d = 5 AdS-Schwarzschild black holes in massive gravity theory [35] . Finally, assuming ω q = −1, we get the following solution, The situation here is opposite to that of ω = −(d − 2)/(d − 1) case. We clearly see that quintessence has no effect on critical radius and temperature, but only affects the pressure. Since α is positive, we can recover the thermodynamics behavior of a liquid-gas Van der Waals system without any bound or condition related to the values of a and α. Fig. 9 illustrates the plot of state equation in the T − r h plane. 
Conclusion
In this paper we have studied the charged AdS black hole surrounded by quintessence with cloud of strings present in higher dimensional spacetime. We have generalized the exact solution corresponding of 4d spacetime to arbitrary dimension and derived different thermo- Table 2 : Summary of the effects due to dimension, cloud of strings and quintessence on the thermodynamics phase transition of AdS Schwarzschild black hole dynamic quantities, such as the temperature, entropy, Gibbs free energy and heat capacity, which account for quintessence and strings cloud parameters.
In addition, we have studied the critical behavior of these black holes in the extended phase space. As a result, we have observed two main features: -Phase transition is revealed for all dimensions -Spacetime dimension modifies the width of coexistence zone.
We have analyzed the heat capacity to confirm that both small and large black hole phases are stable for all dimensions. However, in the coexistence region, the black hole is locally unstable. The geometrical perspective was also called upon to study the thermodynamic phase transition. We find that the scalar curvature corresponding to Quevedo metric diverges exactly at the singular points signaled by the heat capacity, which means that Quevedo geothermodynamics approach is well appropriate to uncover criticality features of these black holes. Finally, the relevant critical exponents have been calculated and the obtained results are similar to those reported for other black hole solutions in literature. This unexpectedly suggests that the black hole critical behavior in the extended space is insensitive to the quintessence background or the string clouds presence whatever the spacetime dimension.
In the end, we discussed the effects of a cloud of strings and quintessence on the criticality of uncharged AdS black holes for some specific choices of the quintessence state parameter ω q . We found that cloud of strings can induce small/large black hole phase transition for d ≥ 5, even when q = 0. Besides, we have shown that if the quintessence is also present, then an additional constraint on a parameter must be fulfilled to maintain small/large BH phase transition. As a byproduct, we found that the universal number of the state equation for AdS-Schwarzschild black hole surrounded by a cloud of strings coincides with that of a Van der Waals system (3/8) in d = 6, as clearly illustrated in Table 2 .
